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Hy-Viz fabricates the most corrosion resistant & strongest markers 
made! Hand-bent from 3/8" Aircraft Quality 304 stainless & wrapped 
with your choice of reflective colors- perfect when you NEED a strong 
marker -Or when you want the BEST!  Recycle those “Rusty Rebars” 
& NEVER paint your markers again!  
 
These are installed in sand dunes, have been made 10 feet high for  
ski lodges, have had tree limbs fall on them, buildings removed around 
them, farm equipment run into them, salt water sprayed on them year 
round, without one report of corrosion or breakage!  
"You may bend ‘em, but you’re not breaking them!” - Nancy 
 
Before you think they are “Big Brutes” and “utilitarian”, these are polished 
stainless and installed in areas where towns demand classy, refined 
markers. They have also been placed at 9/11 memorials (provided free) 
  
These are the most adaptable markers we make, perfect for any 
area!  Every marker we make is 100% Custom Made  
100% of the time In the U.S.A!  Hy-Viz markers get your hydrants 
noticed, in rain, fog, snow, behind parking violators, debris, in fields, 
or dark roads ~ Our markers do the job year round! 
  

”Phoenix banding” with crystal flag shown 

“Patriot” Traditional “Creamsicle” “Samson” “Phoenix” 

 
< These are only samples of the colors you can 
choose. YOU have complete control on how  
your marker will look. You can mix and match 
colors, mark Main and Flow rates, match town 
colors and more! The choices are endless! 
 
Purchasing direct from us, the manufacturer, 
allows you to design what YOU want and what 
YOU need! ALL our Hydrant Makers  
are proudly made in the U.S.A to YOUR needs! 

 
 Approx. 5ft tall and 3/8” thick- of course, they can be ordered in ANY length and up to .50 thick!  
 100% Aircraft Quality 304 Stainless Steel - never rusts and is SUPER STRONG!  
 At least FOUR Engineer Grade Reflective Bands in ENDLESS color combinations  
 Tear drop loop bend & poly-bushing to hold marker in place behind outlet cap- tightly!   

We offer a complete array of mounts, flat loop, offset loop to clear large bonnets, STEAMER mounts  
(in both Flat and Offset) bolt mounts and of course, custom mounts available! 

 HAND Formed in the Good Ol' USA! -with a Lifetime Corrosion & Breakage Warranty! 
"You may bend ‘em, but you aint breaking them!” 

 “Add-A-Flag” (including stainless flags!) options let your hydrant stand out more or number them! 
 Compare our PRODUCTS, our PRICES, and our Designs and see why 

 we have “The BEST markers you can buy for Quality and Value!" 
Thank you for your interest in our products. Please visit our website at www.hyviz.com E-mail or call us!  

 Hy-Viz Incorporated -Women owned Family run -- we care and it shows! 

 


